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1. Introduction
Studies of charmed mesons and baryons play an important role in the understanding of weak
and strong interactions. With masses around 2 GeV, open-charm hadrons pose a theoretical chal-
lenge for the description of hadronic transitions. From the experimental side, it offers richness from
the multiplicity of hadronic, semi-leptonic and leptonic channels to study.
In what concerns the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix more directly, the charm
sector is unique. Charm transitions at tree level are regulated by the 2×2 Cabibbo sub-space of the
CKM matrix, which is almost unitary and real (deviations of O(λ 4)). Nevertheless, loop (“pen-
guin") processes involving flavour-changing-neutral-current (FCNC) transitions make it possible
the phenomena of D0–D0 mixing and CP violation. Although the former is already firmly estab-
lished, there still is no experimental evidence for the latter. Thus so far this scenario points to
consistency with Standard Model (SM) predictions, where CP violation asymmetries are expected
to be tiny [1, 2]. New Physics (NP) contributions could considerably enhance the effect. Although
theoretical expectations are tough to estimate, a safe statement is that CP asymmetries approaching
the percent level or higher are hard to be explained by the SM.
Currently, Charm Physics is benefiting from large experimental samples, providing precise
measurements through a few key modes. Yet, the effort on the search for CP violation and tests of
the CKM unitarity in the charm sector have to be based on a large number of decay modes.
We present herein an overview of the latest achievements in Charm Physics. The main focus
is on the experimental results since the CKM Workshop in 2014.
2. Direct CP Violation
Direct CP violation occurs when the amplitude for the decay of a particle into a given final
state differs from that of its charge conjugate state,
A (D→ f ) 6=A (D→ f¯ ) . (2.1)
Within the SM, it is necessary to have at least two interfering amplitudes, with both weak
and strong phase differences, for CP violation to be observed. Direct CP violation in charm can
arise in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) decays for which both tree and penguin amplitudes con-
tribute. The most important penguin amplitude involves a c→ b→ u transition which naively has
a CKM suppression of λ 4 (λ ≈ 0.225) with respect to the tree amplitude. Estimates for direct CP
asymmetries with charm are thus very small, roughly O(10−3) or less [1, 2].
2.1 Time-integrated asymmetries
In two-body decays and for phase-space integrated measurements in multi-body decays, direct
CP violation is searched for through the asymmetry observable
ACP =
Γ(D→ f )−Γ(D→ f¯ )
Γ(D→ f )+Γ(D→ f¯ ) , (2.2)
where Γ(D(D)→ f ) represents the decay width of the D (D) meson to a final state f .
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For the SCS decays1 D0→ h−h+ (h= pi,K), the final state is a CP eigenstate and an interesting
measurement is the asymmetry difference defined as
∆ACP = ACP(D0→ K−K+)−ACP(D0→ pi−pi+) , (2.3)
which is mostly a measure of direct CP violation [3].
This measurement has generated, a few years ago, a lot of excitement [4, 5, 6] with the belief
to be the first evidence for CP violation in charm. But LHCb has since then brought news, with
results coming from independent samples based on two D0/D0 tagging techniques. The first relies
on the decay chain D∗+→ D0(hh)pi+ and it’s called here as D∗-tagging. The second is based on
b-hadron decays, B→D0Xµ where the charge of the muon determines the D flavour, the so-called
µ-tagging. With the full run I data (3 fb−1 of pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV), and using the µ-
tagged sample, LHCb has found [7] ∆ACP = (0.14±0.16±0.08)% 2. The awaited update with the
D∗-tagged sample has been released in 2016. The result is [8] ∆ACP = (−0.10±0.08±0.03)%.
Even more recently, LHCb has also provided values for the individual CP asymmetries [9],
ACP(KK) = (0.04± 0.12± 0.10)% and ACP(pipi) = (0.07± 0.14± 0.11)%. The sensitivities in
these channels have reached 10−3 with the results showing no sign of CP violation.
Searches in other channels, however, still suffer from larger uncertainties. Among them, an
interesting and important channel with recent results is D0→ K0SK0S . For this decay, CP violation is
expected to be enhanced even through CKM effects only. Indeed, a theoretical upper limit reaches
1.1% [10]. LHCb, with full run I data sample, measured recently ACP(D0→ K0SK0S ) = (2.9±5.2±
2.2)% [11]. Currently, the most precise measurement comes from Belle [12]: ACP(D0→ K0SK0S ) =
(−0.2±1.53±0.17)%. We can see that the precision is still higher than the upper theoretical limit
but getting close. Good expectations lie on this channel from run II LHCb data.
Belle also brings results on radiative decays of the type D0→V γ (V being a vector resonance).
These decays are sensitive to NP effects through chromomagnetic dipole operators. Belle observes
the decay D0→ ρ0γ for the first time and measures [13] ACP(D0→ φγ) = (−9.4± 6.6± 0.1)%,
ACP(D0→ K∗0γ) = (−0.3±2.0±0.0)% and ACP(D0→ ρ0γ) = (5.6±15.2±0.6)%.
A few results come also from charged D’s. LHCb has recently studied the decays D+(s)→η ′pi+,
where η ′→ pi−pi+γ , and found ACP consistent with zero for both D+ and D+s [14], with a precision
(combining statistical and systematic uncertainties) of about 0.9% and 0.5%, respectively. BESIII
has analysed D+ with final states K0L,SK
+(pi0) [15] and K0Le+νe [16] also finding consistency with
the non-CP violation hypothesis, with uncertainties O(%).
Thus, apart from the D0→ h+h− final states, just a few channels so far have reached sensibility
well below the 1% level for integrated ACP asymmetries. There is yet plenty of room for NP
searches.
2.2 Multi-body decays
In multi-body decays, CP violation can be studied throughout the decay phase-space. In a 3-
body spinless decay, the phase space is bi-dimensional and usually represented by the Dalitz plot,
1Charge conjugation is implied unless stated explicitly.
2Here, unless stated otherwise, when two uncertainties are quoted, the first one is the statistical uncertainty and the
second is the systematic uncertainty. When a single uncertainty is quoted, it is the combination of both.
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where the independent variables are 2-body squared-mass combinations. For higher number of
final-state particles and/or baryon decays, the phase space dimension is at least five. The advantage
of performing a search for CP violation within the phase space is that typically one should expect
local asymmetries to be larger than the phase-space integrated ones. This is a sensible argument
considering that CP observables are a consequence of the dynamics through possible interfering
amplitudes, and this could be enhanced by resonances giving clear signatures in the phase space.
The search for local asymmetries can be done through model-dependent (amplitude analysis)
and model-independent techniques. The latter relies on a direct comparison of the phase-space
distribution of events for particle and anti-particle decays. One such a way is the binned method
already used in a few analysis over the past few years [17]. A relatively novel method is an unbinned
approach, the energy test [18], used for the first time by LHCb in D0 → pi−pi+pi0 [19]. In both
methods, a p-value of consistency with the CP-conservation hypothesis is obtained, which can be
converted to a significance for CP violation. As such, these are discovery methods; in case of
observation of CP violation, there will be the need of a full amplitude analysis for a quantitative
evaluation of the CP asymmetries with their corresponding sources. For 4-body or baryon decays,
one can also construct triple products of the type CT = ~p3 · (~p1×~p2) (with ~pi, i = 1,2,3 denoting
the momenta of particles in the final state) to probe for CP violation (see, for instance, [20]).
Two recent results are based on full amplitude analyses to search for CP violation. LHCb
has studied the decays D0→ K0SK±pi∓ [21] while a CLEO data-legacy analysis was performed on
D0→ pi−pi+pi−pi+ decays [22]. By analyzing separately D0 and D0 Dalitz plots, the extraction of
magnitudes, phases and fit fractions are done, and in particular ACP is obtained for each resonant
channel. LHCb results for D0→K0SK±pi∓ presented uncertainties on CP asymmetries ranging from
0.4% to a few %, depending on the intermediate state. D0 → 4pi analysis presented asymmetries
for the various intermediate states with uncertainties not below 3%.
With a much higher sample than that from CLEO, LHCb has applied the energy-test method
for D0→ pi−pi+pi−pi+ decays [23]. From simulation, sensitivity for CP violation effects (at least
a 3σ inconsistency with the CP-conservation hypothesis) are found to be typically 4–5% in am-
plitudes or 3–4◦ in phases for the main intermediate states. Using triple products, it is possible
also to separate CP-even and -odd samples to test for CP violation. Results show p-values for
CP-conservation hypothesis of (4.3± 0.6)% and (0.6± 0.2)% for CP-even and -odd studies, re-
spectively. The CP-odd result is only marginally consistent with CP conservation.
3. Mixing and CP Violation
As for the neutral K and B mesons, D mesons also exhibit mixing, being the only up-quark type
system where the effect is possible. The weak eigenstates are written as |D1,2〉 = p|D0〉± q|D0〉,
with well defined masses and widths m1,2 and Γ1,2, respectively. The observables related to mixing
are x= 2(m2−m1)Γ1+Γ2 and y=
Γ2−Γ1
Γ1+Γ2 . Indirect CP violation occurs if |p/q| 6= 1 or φ = arg(p/q) 6= 0. A
way to independently measure p,q and φ , as well as x and y, is through a time-dependent Dalitz
plot analysis, for instance through the decay D0→ K0Spi+pi−.
One can also define CP observables related to mixing that can be measured from D→ hh
3
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decays
AΓ =
1
2
[(∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣ pq
∣∣∣∣)ycosφ −(∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ pq
∣∣∣∣)xsinφ] ,
yCP =
1
2
[(∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ pq
∣∣∣∣)ycosφ −(∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣ pq
∣∣∣∣)xsinφ] . (3.1)
In the absence of CP violation, yCP = y and AΓ = 0. When measuring time-dependent asymmetries,
one has ACP(t)≈ adirCP+aindCP 〈t〉τ , where 〈t〉 is the measured average decay time, τ is the decay lifetime,
and with aindCP =−AΓ being the contribution from indirect CP violation and adirCP the term from direct
CP violation [3].
Evidence for D0−D0 mixing appeared for the first time about a decade ago [24, 25, 26],
with the first observation from a single experiment coming in 2012 [27]. The effect is now firmly
established. The measurements has usually relied on the study of D0→ K+pi− and D0→ K−pi+
– “wrong-sign” (WS) and “right-sign” (RS) decays respectively. The WS decay can occur through
a doubly-Cabibbo-supressed (DCS) decay amplitude and via a D0−D0 oscillation followed by a
Cabibbo-favored (CF) decay, while the RS decay ocurs via a CF decay and via D0−D0 oscillation
followed by a DCS decay. Assuming x,y1, the ratio between the yields of the WS and the RS
decays varies in time as
R(t)± = R±D +
√
R±Dy
′±
( t
τ
)
+
(x′±)2 +(y′±)2
4
( t
τ
)2
, (3.2)
where t/τ is the decay time measured in units of the average D0 lifetime τ . The parameters x′,y′
relate to x,y by a rotation due to the the strong-phase difference between the DCS and the CF
amplitudes. R±D are the ratios between the DCS and the CF decay rates, where the ± superscripts
refer to the measured quantities for D0 and D0, respectively, when the study is performed allowing
for CP violation.
Interesting news on mixing measurements came very recently. BaBar has performed the first
measurements of x and y using a time-dependent amplitude analysis of the decay D0→ pi+pi−pi0.
Although, as expected, the precision is not competitive to that from K0Spi
+pi− decays [28, 29] it is
an excellent news to see more actors entering the game. The same goes with the results from LHCb
in a model-independent analysis of D0→K0Spi+pi− with just 1 fb−1: the precision is not great, but it
serves mainly as a proof-of-principle on the alternative way-to-go in the future, since Dalitz model-
ing adds irreducible systematics. The method relies on input of the strong phase differences across
the Dalitz plot from D0−D0 quantum-correlated pairs in the ψ(3770) production, as provided by
CLEO [30]. On this subject, the very good news come from BESIII which has recently presented
preliminary results on these strong phases [31], with precision much improved with respect to that
from CLEO.
On another front, LHCb has just released a new analysis on D0−D0 mixing by including
doubled-tagged events, i.e. from the decay chain B→ µ−D∗+X , D∗+→ D0(Kpi)pi+ [32]. These
correspond to a very clean, independent sample from the previous 3 fb−1 analysis based on prompt
sample [33], providing further sensitivity on low decay proper-time. Overall the reported uncer-
tainties on the fit parameters (for no CPV model as well as CP-allowed models) are improved by
10–20%.
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Last but not least, for the first time mixing has been observed in a 4-body decay! LHCb used
D0 → K+pi−pi+pi− to obtain the WS to RS ratio as a function of decay time and the non-mixing
hypothesis was excluded with 8.2σ . The ratio amplitude, rK3piD , and the product of the coherence
factor by the rotated mixing parameter, RK3piD ·y′K3pi , are measured, which represent important input
for the measurement of the CP-violating phase γ in B→ DK decays [34, 35].
The status of mixing in the charm sector is well summarized by the global fit performed by
HFAG [36], updated for CKM 2016, and reproduced here in Figs. 1.
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Figure 1: Global fit plots for D0−D0 mixing observables from HFAG [36].
Moving to indirect CP violation, BESIII has results on yCP using CP-tagging techniques in
DD quantum-correlated pairs: a D0 is CP-tagged, via selected CP eigenstates, while the other
decay semi-leptonically D→ K`ν [37]. Assuming no direct CP violation, BESIII finds yCP =
(−2.0±1.3±0.7)%.
But again the most significant contributions on CP violation in mixing come from D→ h+h′−
decays. Belle has its final dataset results released [38]. From a simultaneous fit to D0 → K−pi+,
D0 → K−K+ and D0 → pi−pi+, they measure yCP = (1.11± 0.22± 0.09)% and AΓ = (−0.03±
0.20± 0.07)%. These results show consistency with CP conservation, with yCP statistically com-
parable to y and AΓ consistent with zero.
The most precise measurement of AΓ comes from LHCb with the full run I dataset with D∗-
tagged sample [39]. The analysis was performed with two methodologies: unbinned maximum
likelihood fits to obtain the effective lifetimes, using per-event acceptances; and a binned method,
where the time-dependent CP asymmetry is studied in proper decay time bins. The first method
is applied to data collected in 8 TeV collisions (2 fb−1 collected in 2012) and then combined with
the previous from 2011 data at 7 TeV (1 fb−1) [40]. The second method is applied to the whole
3 fb−1 of data, and results in a precision slightly better. For both methods, a pseudo AΓ(Kpi) is
obtained as a control observable, and was found to be compatible with zero with a precision of
10−4. The final results, based on the binned method, are AΓ(KK) = (−0.30±0.31±0.14)×10−3
5
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and AΓ(KK)= (0.46±0.58±0.16)×10−3. Combining the results for both channels, LHCb obtains
AΓ = (−0.12±0.21±0.10)×10−3 ,
which corresponds to the most precise CP violation measurement so far.
The world average results for yCP and AΓ, as obtained by HFAG [36], are shown in Fig. 3.
With the information coming from ∆ACP, the interplay between direct and indirect CP violation
from D→ hh decays can be seen in Fig. 3 (also from HFAG).
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
yCP (%)
World average  0.835 ± 0.155 %
BESIII 2015 -2.000 ± 1.300 ± 0.700 %
BaBar 2012  0.720 ± 0.180 ± 0.124 %
Belle 2012  1.110 ± 0.220 ± 0.110 %
LHCb 2012  0.550 ± 0.630 ± 0.410 %
Belle 2009  0.110 ± 0.610 ± 0.520 %
CLEO 2002 -1.200 ± 2.500 ± 1.400 %
FOCUS 2000  3.420 ± 1.390 ± 0.740 %
E791 1999  0.732 ± 2.890 ± 1.030 %
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  CHARM 2015 
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Figure 2: yCP and AΓ world averages from HFAG [36] .
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4. Advances in Vcd and Vcs
The Cabibbo sector of the CKM matrix is driven by sizeable elements of O(λ ) and O(1).
Nonetheless, precision measurements are fundamental under the scope of testing the SM predic-
tions, in particular CKM unitarity. Leptonic and semi-leptonic charm decays enable the measure-
ment of |Vcq|, q= (d,s). For leptonic decays, the observable is the branching fraction given by
B(D+q → `+ν`) =
G2F
8pi
τDq f
2
Dq |Vcq|2mDqm2`
(
1− m
2
`
m2Dq
)
, (4.1)
where GF is the Fermi constant, m` is the fermion mass (`= µ,e), and mDq , τDq and fDq are the Dq
mass, lifetime and decay constant, respectively.
In semi-leptonic decays of the type D→ P`+ν`, with P being a pseudo-scalar meson, one
measures the differential decay rate given by
dΓ(D→ P`+ν`))
dq2d cosθ`
=
G2F
32pi3
p∗3|Vcq|2| f+(q2)|2 sinθ 2` , (4.2)
where q is the 4-momentum of the lepton pair, p∗ is the magnitude of the momentum of the P
meson in the D rest frame and θ` is the angle of the lepton direction in the `ν` rest frame with
respect to the direction of the P meson in the D rest frame.
From the experimental side, one measures the product of the magnitude of Vcq and fDq or
f+(q2 = 0). Theoretical inputs, coming from Lattice QCD, are thus critical for the extraction of
Vcq. A fairly complete compilation of the advances in Lattice QCD at low energy was released by
FLAG [41] very recently.
Recent experimental results on leptonic decays comes from BESIII for both D+ [42] and
D+s [43] mesons. This latest publication reports the total branching fractions for D
+
s → µ+νµ and
D+s → τ+ντ . BESIII brings also very precise measurements in semi-leptonic decays, D0→ pi−e+νe
and D0 → K−e+νe [16] , and D+ → K0Le+νe [44]. BaBar [45] has also provided results for the
D0→ pi−e+νe channel.
The most recent update from HFAG [36], including all available data including the results
above, gives the average values of |Vcd | = 0.216±0.005 and |Vcs| = 0.997±0.017. Indirect mea-
surements, from a global fit assuming CKM unitarity, give |Vcd | = 0.22529+0.00041−0.00032 and |Vcs| =
0.973394+0.000074−0.000096 which are consistent, within uncertainties, with the respective direct results
quoted.
5. Charm Baryons, briefly
Although most of the results on charm physics typically comes from D mesons, charm baryons
can also provide important information on weak and strong dynamics. Recently, there has been
very good news in this area. The first comes from Belle, which has published the first observation
of the DCS decay Λ+c → ppi+K− [46]. Then BESIII has brought many important measurements.
The branching ratios of the SCS decays Λ+c → ppi+pi− and Λ+c → pK+K− relative to the CF decay
have been measured [47]. Twelve absolute branching fractions of 2-, 3- and 4-body CF hadronic
decays of Λ+c , including Λ+c → pK+pi−, used for normalization, are obtained [48], as well as the
7
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branching fraction of the semi-leptonic decay Λ+c → Λµ+νµ [49]. Also, the decay Λ+c → nK0Spi+
is observed for the first time [50].
It would be natural and very welcome to expect charm baryons to play a more important role
in the coming years. In particular, within the CKM context, it is worth mentioning the importance
of the search for CP violation in Λ+c SCS decays, such as Λ+c → ph+h−, and the role of Λ+c decays
in providing important inputs for Λb physics (including Vub).
6. Conclusions
Since CKM 2014, we’ve seen a surge in the number of very interesting results in Charm
Physics. With many analyses with full run I dataset, LHCb has provided important results in
mixing and CP violation. In particular, the results on ∆ACP and AΓ, on direct and indirect CP
violation, respectively, have brought the sensitivities at the level of SM expectations. Mixing is
now not only firmly established but also observed in a 4-body decay. BaBar and Belle are also still
providing nice results on these subjects. BESIII is appearing in very important fronts, making full
use of the advantages of D−D quantum correlations in ψ(3770).
Although for some observables the experimental sensitivities are already at the level of SM
expectations, a comprehensive search for CP violation is the way to go: look everywhere. Indeed,
there are still plenty of very interesting channels for which current sensitivities are well above the
percent level.
The next few years, with new results coming from BESIII, LHCb and soon Belle II, will
hopefully witness very exciting news from Charm Physics.
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